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A web of confusing—and often  
conflicting—statutes and regulations 
covers nearly every aspect of the 
employment relationship. These rules 
vary from state to state, from nation 
to nation, and from trading region to 
trading region. And the restrictions that 
they impose can slow innovation, stifle 
growth, and place the survival of any 
unsuspecting company at risk. Epstein 
Becker Green (EBG) is recognized  
as one of the most sophisticated 
employment, labor, and workforce 
management firms in the United 
States. Our lawyers advise on all types 
of employment, labor, and workforce 
management issues, including wage  
and hour claims, non-competes and 
restrictive covenants, and labor relations 
and collective bargaining.

IMMIGRATION
Our Immigration Law Group represents 
public and private sector clients, including 
well-known Fortune 500 companies,  
with immigration filings and issues before  
various bureaus within the Department  
of Homeland Security. In addition to  
facilitating the expeditious transfer of  
key personnel, our team works with clients 
to develop the immigration policies and 
compliance procedures required to manage 
worksite enforcement investigations,  
export control violations, employment 
discrimination claims, and other possible 
immigration-related risks that arise.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
EBG advises on every aspect of  
employee benefits law, including the 
design, structure, implementation, 
administration, and termination of  
all types of retirement, executive  
compensation, and welfare benefit  
plans. Our employee benefits lawyers 
provide outstanding support to clients 
on current issues as they arise and 
stay ahead of the curve on a variety of 
significant issues. Our team collaborates 
with human resources departments, 
in-house counsel, and other benefits 
professionals to achieve sound, cost-
effective results through a responsive 
approach that puts your business goals 
first. And when legal disputes or  
government actions arise, our litigators 
can resolve the matter quickly and 
efficiently so that you can get back to 
business.

OSHA
Compliance with OSHA’s numerous 
federal and state regulations can be 
a daunting task, especially in today’s 
heightened regulatory environment.  
Our lawyers have extensive, hands-on 
experience in all aspects of OSHA law 
at both the federal and state levels and 
provide the full range of occupational 
safety and health law services to clients 
throughout the United States. 

Your Workplace. Our Business.® 

We emphasize a proactive  

approach that mitigates risks  

and eliminates issues that can 

lead to unnecessary publicity 

and costly lawsuits. We service 

our clients with comprehensive 

one-stop solutions.

focused

I am able to receive practical and relevant advice on 
time-sensitive issues and questions. I feel I can truly 
partner with attorneys at Epstein Becker & Green
and I am respected as a fellow legal professional as well.

Client Feedback
U.S. News - Best Lawyers “Best Law Firms”



 
OUR PRIMARY INDUSTRIES

Health care
As one of the largest health care law 
firms in the United States and with 
more than 40 years of experience in 
the industry, we have created a formal 
cross-practice team that unites our 
employment, labor, and workforce 
management lawyers with our health 
care thought leaders to help health 
care and life sciences clients address 
the unique employment, labor, and 
workforce management issues that they 
face. By combining legal experience 
with industry knowledge, our team can 
produce comprehensive solutions to the 
most complex employment problems.

Financial services
We understand the vigorous scrutiny 
that the financial services industry has 
been under as well as the pressure  
that companies face with respect to 
employment, labor, and workforce 
management issues. EBG’s lawyers 
advise all types of financial services 
clients, including banks, broker-dealers, 
asset managers, insurance carriers, 
private equity firms, and others on 
changes in the regulatory environment 
as well as the unique issues that arise 
from it.

CHALLENGE: Employers are facing an 
unprecedented number of wage and hour 
class and collective actions at the state and 
federal levels.

OUR EXPERIENCE: We defend employers 
in federal Fair Labor Standards Act and state 
wage and hour individual, class, and collective 
actions, as well as help employers reduce 
their vulnerability to such litigation.

CHALLENGE: The National Labor 
Relations Board (NLRB) continues to 
assert itself in the realm of unionized and 
non-union workplaces, especially in the 
area of employer policies and workplace 
rules, including, but not limited to, those 
maintained in employee handbooks.  

OUR EXPERIENCE: We advise employers  
on new NLRB guidance and developments,  
as well as on existing policy and case law,  
affecting unionized and non-union workplaces 
and craft handbooks, policies, practices, and 
work rules that will withstand the NLRB’s 
increasing scrutiny. 

CHALLENGE: Employers may not realize  
that they could violate federal and state 
anti-discrimination laws by utilizing mobile 
applications and websites that are not  
accessible to individuals with disabilities. 

OUR EXPERIENCE: We regularly advise  
employers on complying with anti-discrimination 
and disability-related employment laws and  
making websites, mobile apps, and online 
scheduling programs accessible to individuals 
with vision or hearing impairments. 

challenge, meet experience
CHALLENGE: Employers are struggling 
to design bring-your-own-device (BYOD) 
programs that both permit employee use of 
personal devices for work purposes and  
protect the privacy and security of their 
companies’ sensitive data. 

OUR EXPERIENCE: We work with  
employers to develop a successful BYOD 
program that includes, among other things, 
carefully crafted BYOD policies, various  
technical safeguards, procedures for deleting 
company data stored on terminated employee 
devices, and training on good security practices.

“what they’re saying

Hospitality
Few other industries open their doors 
and invite the public to interact with 
their employees. That fact alone makes 
hospitality businesses susceptible 
to union organizing and large-scale 
legal actions. EBG has worked with 
hospitality clients for decades, and 
unlike law firms that narrowly define 
the “hospitality industry” as only hotels 
and resorts, our practice covers a much 
broader spectrum.

Retail
In an ever-changing workplace dictated 
by market and consumer demands, 
strategic decisions can create unintended 
workplace issues for retail companies. 
EBG works collaboratively with clients 
to address those issues and create 
continuity from season to season, being 
mindful of advancing business growth.

Technology, Media & 
Telecommunications
Our TMT Group brings a wealth of 
practical, results-driven experiences  
to bear in working with TMT  
companies. We advise and represent 
TMT companies on matters involving 
all aspects of employee benefits and 
executive compensation, immigration, 
labor and employment law, and  
workforce management. 

They just do a tremendous job in 
terms of arbitration. They put in 
a lot of effort to understanding 
where we come from.
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